
Preface
Occasion for the Composition
On 25 July 1788 Mozart entered the Symphony in G minor K. 550 in his per-
sonal work catalogue as finished.1 Shortly before, he had relocated to the
“Drei Sternen” house in Alsergrund no. 135 (today 9th district, Währinger Str.
26).2 In his new, decentralized neighborhood, Mozart appreciated that he
could “work [here] with more leisure as I am not exposed to a great many visi-
tors.” 3 Moreover, it is “more pleasant in the spring, summer and fall since I
also have a garden.”4

No authenticated information whatsoever has survived concerning the occa-
sion for which the work was written. In the complete edition of letters, Bauer
and Deutsch assigned to June 1788 a letter in which Mozart mentions “acade-
mies [subscription concerts] in the Casino.”5 These academies, which are not
certified anywhere else, have been taken into consideration as occasions for
the composition of Symphonies K. 543, 550 and 551.6 However, the letter itself
is not preserved in autograph form and not dated in its transmitted form. The
dating of the letter to June 1788 has since been convincingly disproven.7 It
thus remains a matter of speculation whether Mozart wrote the Symphony 
K. 550 for one of the above-mentioned academies.
Mozart’s contemporary Johann Wenzel (1762–1831) mentions a performance
of the Great G-minor Symphony in Mozart’s presence. In a letter from the year
1802 he writes that Mozart, “while it [the G-Minor Symphony] was being per-
formed by Baron Wanswiten, […] had to leave the hall during the perfor-
mance as it was not being played correctly.”8 It should be noted, however,
that Wenzel was not personally present at this performance, but had only
heard about it from Mozart (“I heard it myself in Vienna from the now depart-
ed Mozart”). Unfortunately neither the venue nor the date of the performance
is known. Was it the first performance?9 The Baron Gottfried Bernhard van
Swieten mentioned by Wenzel (“Wanswiten”) (1733–1803) was a faithful sub-
scriber to Mozart’s academies and organized Sunday matinées over the course
of many years which Mozart regularly attended, at least in 1782.10 Van Swie -
ten also founded the Gesellschaft der Associierten Cavaliere, which consisted
of musically knowledgeable and generous aristocrats. Their concerts took
place in private rooms in the palaces of the nobility.11 It is for these concerts of
the Gesellschaft der Associierten Cavaliere that Mozart began in November
1788 to arrange Handel’s Acis und Galathea K. 566, the Messiah K. 572, the
Alexanderfest K. 591 and the Caecilien-Ode K. 592. Van Swieten has gone
down in history as the first person to reawaken the interest in Bach and Handel
in Vienna. However, this one-sided view does not do justice to his role in Vien-
na’s musical life.12 He had, for example, commissioned the six Symphonies 
H. 657–662 (= Wq. 182) written by Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach in 1773. Van
Swieten expressed the wish that Bach should feel “completely free” with this
composition, and “should make no allowance for the difficulties that would
inevitably arise during a performance.”13 Were the three Symphonies K. 543,
550 and 551 perhaps also commissioned by van Swieten as a further testimony
to his support of contemporary music?

Sources
Today, the autograph score of the G-minor Symphony belongs to the Gesell -
schaft der Musikfreunde in Vienna today. It transmits the work in its first ver-
sion (without clarinets). In addition, there are also two autograph supplements
to the score. One contains an altered instrumentation of measures 29–32 and
100 –103 (for the first version, thus without clarinets) in the Andante. It will
henceforth be designated as the Andante supplement. The other supplement
is a wind score with oboes and clarinet parts for the 2nd version (= clarinet
supplement). 
Next to the autograph score, a set of performing parts belonging to the Lan-
noy Collection at the Landeskonservatorium in Graz, Austria, is also of consid-
erable interest. Although these parts constitute a very heterogeneous ensem-
ble both outwardly on the basis of handwriting and paper, as well as im-
 ma nently with reference to correctness and versions / variants, at least in the
1st and 2nd oboe parts (2nd version) and in the 2nd violin part, we find spo-
radic entries in Mozart’s hand as well.14 These entries, however, bring no im-
portant new findings to the musical text. The parts should probably be seen as
indirect evidence for the performance of the 2nd version, as Mozart would
certainly not have had the expensive copies of the 2nd version of the sympho-
ny made only for his desk drawer. 

Variants in the Andante – The Doubling of Eight Measures
At measures 29 and 100 in the autograph main score, one finds a double bar
and a vide instruction which point to the Andante supplement (see the diplo-
matic rendition of the measures in question in the Appendix of the present 
edition pp. 62–65). This notation, and the fact that Mozart did not cancel the
following measures 29 –32 and 100 –103 in the main score, suggests that the
musical text of the Andante supplement was to be inserted here (and not 
replaced). Lending weight to this theory is the considerable distance of the
double bar in measure 100, which also speaks for an insertion. Incidentally, the
problem of the inserted measures is connected solely to the 1st version (with-
out clarinets), since the resting parts (Ob. II, Fg. II, Cor. I /II) are also notated in
the Andante supplement and no clarinets are called for.
In nearly all historical sources and arrangements prior to the “old” Mozart
Complete Edition (1882), the Andante supplement is appropriately inserted
into the musical text, which expands the movement by four measures twice.
Without being aware of this background information, Robert Schumann in
1841 thematized the unusual doubling of the musical material in the Breitkopf
score of 1828 and recommended eliminating the double measures – namely
the Andante supplement – for musical reasons.15

About 150 years later, Cliff Eisen once again turned to this problematic issue.
He points out that in the 2nd violin part from the Lannoy Collection – which
contains an autograph entry by Mozart – the text of the Andante supplement
was not inserted before the text of the main score (mm. 29–32 and 100–103),
but replaced it through a subsequent correction.16 Since this correction was
made by the same copyist as that of the part, it is possible to assume that the
correction was carried out at about the same time and at Mozart’s request.
This finding confirms Schumann’s observation that in the Andante of the old
editions, two groups of four measures were superfluous. Judging from the
above-mentioned violin part, however, measures 29 –32 and 100 –103 of the
main score are to be eliminated and replaced by the apposite measures of the
Andante supplement.
The clarinet supplement, in turn, contains no double measures, as was to be
expected. Furthermore, the Andante supplement cannot simply be inserted
with the text of the clarinet supplement, since not only the expressive build-up
with suspensions at measure 103 (a flat1–g flat1) would be missing, but also
the logical structure of the orchestration, namely the consistent attribution of
the 32nd-note sighs either to the winds (main score /clarinet supplement) or to
the strings (Andante supplement), would be disturbed: with the combination
of Andante supplement and clarinet supplement, the 32nd-note sighs would
now be found in the strings as well as in the clarinet.

Genesis of the Work
Eisen’s findings are confirmed by the analysis of the notation in the autograph,
which also tells us more about the genesis of the work. As we can see in the
main score, Mozart subsequently altered the instrumentation in the Andante
at measures 27f. and 98f., where he assigned the text of the 1st oboe to the
flute. Judging from the notation, this alteration must be connected to the 
Andante supplement. As can be seen in the autograph of the Horn Concerto 
K. 412, for example, Mozart carefully points out the change of staff both at its
beginning and at the end of it. A similar indication is missing at the end of the 
Andante of the G-minor Symphony; yet it is also clear that the 32nd-note sighs
in measure 29 are not to be played by the oboe, since the notation exceeds
the customary ambitus of the classical oboe (c1–d3). A similar case occurs at
the 32nd-note sighs in measure 102. Mozart may have forgotten to mark the
end of the staff exchange twice. But it is more likely that the staff exchange
was formally ended by the double bar which refers to the Andante supple-
ment. The staff exchange is thus coupled with the double bar and with the 
Andante supplement. 
At first glance, it is unclear whether Mozart carried out the staff exchange at
the same time that he was writing the Andante supplement or only later. Be-
hind the staff exchange and the Andante supplement is undoubtedly the same
intention, to wit, the simplification of the oboe part, above all. This could be
evidence suggesting that the Andante supplement and the staff exchange
were made at the same time. 
As to the chronological categorization of the clarinet supplement: the main
score contains several references to the 2nd version (with clarinets) in the 
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Andante, namely at measure 27 “now has the Clarinette,” then “Clarinette”
again at measure 28, after the page break and measure 98 “Clarinetto.” These
entries were placed in parentheses in the diplomatic rendition of the main
score reproduced in the Appendix (pp. 62f.), since – contrary to the view held
by Robbins Landon and Otto Biba – they are probably not in Mozart’s hand.17

They presumably stem from the pen of Johann André, who owned this auto-
graph and who was no doubt responsible for further entries made in the auto-
graph in another hand and marked by the abbreviation “A.”18

If we disregard all the conjectured entries in other hands, there emerges a log-
ical chronology of clarinet supplement and staff exchange in measures 27f.
and 98f.: Mozart first wrote the clarinet supplement and exchanged the staves
only later. If he had written the clarinet supplement after the staff exchange,
the flute and 1st clarinet would have to play in unison at this openly orches-
trated passages. The unison playing of flute and 1st clarinet is rather improba-
ble here, however, since in the entire second version of the symphony, Mozart
only writes occasional unison passages for flute and clarinet, and there only in
tutti sections (e. g. Andante, m.105).19 Mozart would have personally ensured
the avoidance of the open unison of flute and clarinet through an annotation
similar to the one we find in another hand in the autograph. The clarinet sup-
plement thus refers to the original version of the orchestration with the oboes
in measures 27f./98f. Since the two oboe parts are also notated in the clarinet
supplement (and are silent there), any misunderstandings can be ruled out. 
Since Mozart certainly did not intend a flute and clarinet unison at measures
27f./98f., the staff exchange is valid for the 1st version (without clarinets). The
clarinet supplement is earlier than the staff exchange. The Andante supple-
ment, in its turn, was most certainly penned after the clarinet supplement.
Thanks to this chronological sequence, we can understand why Mozart wrote
so misleadingly in the main score that it led to the erroneous doubling of the
measures 29–32/100–103 in almost all historical sources. As to the insertion of
the clarinet supplement, no intervention in the main score was required at the
Andante. For the Andante supplement, however, Mozart did have to define its
precise location through a double bar, but was unable to invalidate the original
text of this passage in the main score if he did not want to disfigure the 2nd
version (with clarinets). But the doubling of the measures in the historical
sources does not necessarily imply a lapse in the transmission. It is even quite
possible that Mozart deliberately indicated this so as to have a set of parts that
could be used with both versions.

Three Work Stages, Two Versions
After completing the 2nd version (with clarinets) Mozart thus seems to have
returned to the first version (without clarinets) again. This raises the impor-
tance of the 1st version and shows that the 2nd version neither represents 
the “Fassung letzter Hand,” nor that it is to be preferred to the 1st version for 
pur poses of chronology. 
Proceeding from the inner logic of Mozart’s notation in the Andante in mea-
sures 27f. and 98f., we come to the following chronology of versions and 
variants: 

Stages Versions Mm. 27f. and 98f. Mm. 29–32 and 100–103

1st stage 1st version 32nds in the oboe autograph score with 32nds
in the winds

2nd stage 2nd version 32nds in the clarinet autograph score with clarinet 
supplement and 32nds in the
winds

3rd stage 1st version 32nds in the flute Andante supplement with 
32nds in the strings

The first version is depicted differently in modern editions. The NMA repro-
duces the first stage, but with 32nd-note sighs in the flute, and it banishes the
Andante supplement to the Appendix. The old Breitkopf edition (PB 4412),
which has been replaced by the present edition, consistently presents the text
of the first stage. The third stage reproduced here for the first time in a printed
edition seems to have been inaccessible for performers up to now, but is the
“Fassung letzter Hand” for the first version, according to the paste-overs in
Mozart’s personal performing material and to the chronology of the work
stages.

About this Edition
The present edition follows the autograph score and its two supplements as its
principal source and reproduces both versions synoptically. The 2nd version

(with clarinets) constitutes the principal text of the score and parts. The diver-
gences concerning the first version (without clarinets) in the 3rd stage are re-
produced in small type. This allows both a graphic comparison and an unprob-
lematic execution of the two versions and their various stages. 
If the 2nd version (with clarinets) is played, the oboe staff that is in small type
in the score is to be ignored. The oboes play from the “2. Fassung” parts. If,
however, the 1st version (without clarinets), or to be more precise, the 3rd
stage is played, the staff with the oboes in small type is valid. The oboes play
from the “1. Fassung” parts while in the other parts the first version is indicat-
ed in ossia staves, inasmuch as there are any differences at all. Finally, there is
also the possibility of performing the 1st stage of the 1st version. In this case all
the instruments except the oboes should be instructed to play the 2nd version
(thus, the main text but without clarinets). Moreover, there is a tacet in the 
Andante at the flute at measures 27f. and 98f. The oboes then play from the
“1. Fassung” parts but follow the ossia text designated in the performance
material as “1. Stadium” in the Andante, measures 27–32 and 98–103 (see
the fully notated text in the Appendix to the present edition on pp. 66f.).
The oboe and clarinet parts of the 2nd version contain fewer articulation
markings. It is unclear whether this is due to hastiness or intent. As is custom-
ary in Urtext editions, editorial additions are indicated by broken-line slurs or
parentheses in the musical text. We have renounced the adjustment of the
two versions as much as possible. See the Critical Report for further details and
interesting information on divergences from the sources, individual editorial
decisions and adjustments in exceptional cases. 

We wish to thank the Landeskonservatorium in Graz most cordially for putting
the copy at our disposal. Our thanks also go out to the orchestra reader in
charge of the edition, Christian Rudolf Riedel, for his valuable suggestions. 

Munich, Fall 2014 Henrik Wiese
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